Abstract: Micro-phasor measurement unit (µPMU) is under fast development and becoming more and more important for application in future distribution networks. It is unrealistic and unaffordable to place all buses with µPMUs because of the high costs, leading to the necessity of determining optimal placement with minimal numbers of µPMUs in the distribution system. An optimal µPMU placement (OPP) based on the information entropy evaluation and node selection strategy (IENS) using greedy algorithm is presented in this paper. The uncertainties of distributed generations (DGs) and pseudo measurements are taken into consideration, and the two-point estimation method (2PEM) is utilized for solving stochastic state estimation problems. The set of buses selected by improved IENS, which can minimize the uncertainties of network and obtain system observability is considered as the optimal deployment of µPMUs. The proposed method utilizes the measurements of smart meters and pseudo measurements of load powers in the distribution systems to reduce the number of µPMUs and enhance the observability of the network. The results of the simulations prove the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm with the comparison of traditional topological methods for the OPP problem. The improved IENS method can obtain the optimal complete and incomplete µPMU placement in the distribution systems.
Introduction
Nowadays, more and more distributed generations (DGs) are integrated in distribution systems. One of the advantages of DG is that it can provide clean energy and diminish the emissions of CO 2 . The integrations of DGs would also cause bidirectional power flow and great uncertainties, which makes the supervision and operation of distribution more complicated. It is necessary to use different strategies to improve the reliability, efficiency, and safety in planning and operation of distribution, such as fault analysis [1, 2] , dynamic operation and control strategies [3] , and the improvement of transient stability [4] . Therefore, the distribution system needs powerful and accurate monitoring meting devices. Phasor measurement unit (PMU) is the current most advanced metering device of synchronized measurement technology which plays an important role in wide-area measurement system [5] . Phasor measurement unit can provide real-time and high-accurate magnitude and phase angle measurements of both voltage and current. Based on PMU measurements, many applications, such as state estimation, fault location, outage management, and event detection can be exploited [6, 7] . For example, a hierarchical architecture for monitoring the distribution grid based on PMU data is proposed [8] . A linear model which considers PMU location for the observability assessment in result in suboptimal placement and significant performance loss when only topological observability criterion is centered around. The information gain achieved by the PMU measurements is modeled as Shannon mutual information (MI) to obtain the full observability and incomplete observability. The PMU placement results based on information-theoretic criterion have been proved the effectiveness of the integration of mutual information to OPP model. In [25] , the information-theoretic criterion could only be applied in the DC power flow model which cannot work in the AC power flow mode.
Phasor measurement units have not been widely applied at the distribution level due to great challenges in both technical and economic aspects [44] . To overcome these problems, several laboratories such as Power Standards Lab and Lawrence Berkeley National Lab have devoted to developing a novel powerful micro-phasor measurement unit (µPMU) and studied its practical and potential distribution system applications [45, 46] . An advanced predictive analytics application for monitoring, protection, and control of distribution system assets using µPMU technology is presented in [47] . The diagnostic applications promising for future work are discussed for the presence of high penetrations of DGs. Despite the powerful functions µPMU has, it still requires a great number of µPMUs to obtain full observability which makes the cost of placement unaffordable. Therefore, the conventional measurements from smart meters such as feeder terminal units (FTUs) need to be considered in the placement model. Also, the data from historical database is necessarily utilized to generate pseudo measurements of load power as injection measurements by using load forecasting methods.
With the increasing DGs and the use of pseudo measurements in distribution level, the measurements errors need to be considered which results in stochastic state estimation. Few studies have been carried out about the stochastic state estimation in the literature. However, two-point estimate method (2PEM) which has been used to handle the uncertain variables based on the deterministic problem in mathematics field has been applicable for solving uncertainty problems in the field of electric system [48, 49] . For instance, it has been used to account for uncertainties in the optimal power flow problem in electricity markets in [48] and to quantify the power transfer capability uncertainty in [49] . Thus, 2PEM is utilized to solve stochastic state estimation problem in this paper.
This paper proposes a novel optimal µPMU placement methodology by using the information entropy evaluation and node selection strategy (IENS) based on the mutual information theory. The results of stochastic state estimation which solved by 2PEM are used for the calculation of mutual information gain. The improved IENS method is also presented with two important rules. With the integration of pseudo measurements and FTU measurements, the proposed improved IENS can obtain the optimal µPMU placement for both complete and incomplete observability.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) The 2PEM is proposed to solve the stochastic state estimation considering the measurement errors of distribution network caused by DGs and pseudo injection measurements. ( 2) The differential entropy of mutual information is proposed to evaluate the uncertainty of network which can be used in the AC power flow mode in distribution level. ( 3) The improved IENS is proposed to obtain the optimal µPMU placement for both complete and incomplete observability under the improvement of initial IENS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the formulation of mathematical model and IENS and improved IENS are illustrated. In Section 3, different case studies of revised IEEE 123-bus test system for complete and incomplete observability are presented. The conclusions are noted in Section 4.
Mathematical Formulation of Optimal µPMU Placement
In this section, the mathematical model of proposed method is elaborated in detail. The measurement errors of the distribution system are taken into consideration when using DGs and pseudo injection measurements obtained by load forecasting methods. The differential entropy of mutual information theory is firstly illustrated to assess the uncertainty of network under specific measurement configurations. Then 2PEM is proposed to solve the stochastic state estimation problem and standard deviation and mean of state variables can be calculated. Finally, IENS and improved INES are presented to obtain the optimal µPMU set.
Differential Entropy for Assessing Uncertainty of Network
As shown in [43] , maximizing the mutual information is equivalent to minimizing the state estimation error covariance matrix. The concept of information gain is also used to assess the uncertainty of the distribution network.
Different from the mutual information only used in DC power flow model in [43] , the differential entropy in this paper can be utilized to model the uncertainties of network using system states in AC power flow model:
where I(x) is differential entropy for the continuous variable x, and x represents magnitude and phasor of voltage in this paper, σ and µ is the standard deviation and mean of x. The uncertainty of the network under specific measurement configurations can be assessed by the above equation according to the standard deviation of state variables. The standard deviation σ used in Equation (1) can be calculated through 2PEM for stochastic state estimation, which will be introduced in the following part.
Stochastic State Estimation Using Two-Point Estimation Method
The deterministic state estimation model is firstly introduced, and the formulation of stochastic state estimation model and two-point estimation method comes next.
The formulation for deterministic state estimation including both µPMU and SCADA measurements is adopted here, just as the estimator with phasor measurements mixed with traditional measurements in Reference [11] , given by:
where x is the state variables of network, z 1 is the vector of traditional measurements from SCADA, and z 2 is the vector of measurements obtained from µPMUs, h(x) is the nonlinear function of state vector, ε 1 and ε 2 is the measurement error vector of SCADA measurements and µPMU measurements, with the covariance matrix W 1 and W 2 .
where σ 2 i is the variance of ith measurements, m 1 and m 2 is the number of SCADA measurements and µPMU measurements, respectively.
The Jacobian matrix H(x) is usually obtained by following derivation:
It is considered to be a nonlinear problem and Newton iterative method is usually used to solve this kind of problem. Deterministic weighted least square (WLS) state estimation is solved by following iterative equation:
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where q is the number of iteration, G(x) is the gain matrix calculated by
W is the block diagonal matrix given by
where R is the general rotation matrix [25] . According to the WLS iterative method, state variables of the network can be calculated when it reaches the required accuracy.
Various methods and techniques such as linear regression models, autoregressive and moving average models, and artificial neural networks have been applied in the field of load forecasting. The pseudo injection measurements of load power can be obtained according to the database of distribution management system by using certain load forecasting method which is not the key part in this paper. It is inevitable to have prediction errors in pseudo measurements which results in uncertainty in the state estimation of power system.
Taking the forecasting errors of loads and DGs into consideration, the deterministic state estimation then turns to be the stochastic one. As described in [50, 51] , two-point estimate method is a variation of point estimation estimate method, and it can be used to decompose Equation (2) into sub-problems by using two deterministic values of every uncertain variable on both sides of corresponding mean. The results of stochastic state estimation can be obtained by 2 runs of the deterministic state estimation for each uncertain variables in the measurement model, once for the value above the mean, once for the value below the mean, and other variables are set to be corresponding means. For example, if there are m uncertain measurements, then only 2m runs of deterministic state estimation are needed. Then the statistical results like mean, variance, and probability density function of state variables could be acquired after the calculation of stochastic state estimation. The uncertainty of the network could be assessed by calculation of mutual information gain using Equation (1) .
In the state estimation, let Y denote the random variable with probability density function (PDF) f Y (y) where Y is the measurements vector in state estimation model. For nonlinear function X = h (Y) where X is the state variables vector of distribution network. The procedure for calculating stochastic state estimation using two-point estimation method can be summarized as follows:
(1) Determine the number of uncertain variables of pseudo measurements as n, and the number of certain measurements obtained from PMU and SCADA as n 1 . (2) Set E(X) = 0 and E X 2 = 0. (3) Set t = 1, and carry out the following steps until t = n. (4) Calculate concentrations y t,1 , y t,2 , locations of concentrations ξ t,1 , ξ t,2 and its probabilities P t,1 , P t,2
P t,1 = P t,2 = 1 2n (10) 
Calculate the mean and the standard deviation of state variables and then t = t + 1.
According to the calculation of mean and the standard deviation of state variables for stochastic state estimation by 2PEM, the uncertainties of network can be evaluated by Equation (1) under certain configuration of µPMU placement.
Information Entropy Evaluation and Node Selection Strategy for µPMU Sets
After the illustration of differential entropy and two-point estimate method, the following part aims to illustrate the IENS and improved IENS for calculating the optimal µPMU placement to maximize the information gain of the distribution system and obtain the observability of the network.
Information Entropy Evaluation and Node Selection Strategy
It is assumed that pseudo measurements of injections powers of all buses can be acquired according to the historical database in the distribution energy management using load forecasting method. FTU measurements are also integrated with pseudo measurements to enhance the observability of distribution network.
In general, the greedy algorithm is used to obtain the set of optimal µPMU placement sequentially following an incremental expansion strategy in IENS.
The steps of IENS are introduced as follows:
Step One:
(1) Define the set of candidate buses from which to choose for the installation of new µPMU:
The location of new µPMU is selected from the buses in B c . It is assumed to contain all the buses in the network if there is no mandatory µPMU allocated beforehand. The bus to be installed with new µPMU will be discarded from B c after the selection of new µPMU. (2) Define the set of buses for the installation of µPMU as B s = {b 1 a , b 2 a , . . . , b n a }. The buses in B s would be installed with µPMUs. B s is null if there is no µPMU allocated beforehand. The bus to be installed with new µPMU will be added into B s after the selection of new µPMU. (3) Set the number of µPMUs to be installed in the network as n s .
Step Two: Run stochastic state estimation using 2PEM and obtain the statistical results under initial measurement configuration which consists of pseudo measurements and FTU measurements. The initial differential entropy E 0 of network can be calculated by Equation (17):
2 θi (17) where N is the number of all buses, σ V i , σ θ i is the standard deviation of the voltage amplitude and phase angle at bus i.
Step Three:
(1) Run the following part:
where first n a columns are n a buses already installed with µPMUs and last column means the lth bus candidate for the location of µPMU.
(b) Add µPMU measurements of B l s into initial measurement configuration as new measurement configuration. Then run stochastic state estimation by using 2PEM under lth measurement configuration and calculate its differential entropy E l using Equation (17) . End (2) Find bus k which maximizes the improvement in information gain of differential entropy.
Step Four: If the current number of installed µPMU satisfies the desired number n s , then output the set B s as the installation set of µPMUs; otherwise turn to Step Three.
The optimal µPMU set can be obtained according to IENS. Usually, n s the number of µPMUs to be allocated in the network is decided by the project budget which is expected to be as much as possible. However, the upper limit of µPMU should not exceed n TM , the number of optimal placement calculated by topological method for network full observability. An integrated model based on topological method is presented considering the effects of the zero injections buses (ZIBs) and conventional measurements (CMs) such as power flow measurements and injection measurements in [22] . The model of injection measurements is considered the same as that of ZIBs. This method is applied in this paper to determine the maximum number of µPMUs to be stalled in the network.
Selection Rules to Be Noticed
The IENS and topological method in Reference [22] is applied on a 11-bus test system where a FTU placed on line l 1−2 as shown in Figure 1 . The FTU can measure the voltage magnitude of the tail bus of installed line and the power flow of the line. 
where is the number of all buses, , is the standard deviation of the voltage amplitude and phase angle at bus .
(a) Build a new set: = , , … , | where first columns are buses already installed with μPMUs and last column means the th bus candidate for the location of μPMU.
(b) Add μPMU measurements of into initial measurement configuration as new measurement configuration. Then run stochastic state estimation by using 2PEM under th measurement configuration and calculate its differential entropy using Equation (17) . End (2) Find bus k which maximizes the improvement in information gain of differential entropy.
Step Four: If the current number of installed μPMU satisfies the desired number , then output the set as the installation set of μPMUs; otherwise turn to Step Three.
The optimal μPMU set can be obtained according to IENS. Usually, the number of μPMUs to be allocated in the network is decided by the project budget which is expected to be as much as possible. However, the upper limit of μPMU should not exceed , the number of optimal placement calculated by topological method for network full observability. An integrated model based on topological method is presented considering the effects of the zero injections buses (ZIBs) and conventional measurements (CMs) such as power flow measurements and injection measurements in [22] . The model of injection measurements is considered the same as that of ZIBs. This method is applied in this paper to determine the maximum number of μPMUs to be stalled in the network.
The IENS and topological method in Reference [22] is applied on a 11-bus test system where a FTU placed on line as shown in Figure 1 . The FTU can measure the voltage magnitude of the tail bus of installed line and the power flow of the line. According to the power flow measurements, the optimal µPMU placement obtained by topological method is shown in Figure 2 . It needs only 4 µPMUs to make the network full observable. According to the power flow measurements, the optimal μPMU placement obtained by topological method is shown in Figure 2 . It needs only 4 μPMUs to make the network full observable. Take the number of results by topological method as the required number of μPMUs to be installed in IENS:
= 4, the placement by IENS is shown in Figure 3 . The sequence of the selected candidate bus in order is , , , . It is reasonable to install μPMU at since it can obtain the maximum information gain at the first round. Then it comes to and . After the selection of , , , the fourth bus to be installed with μPMU is . However, the results calculated by IENS obviously cannot obtain the full observability for the 11-bus test system since is unobservable. Compare the results of IENS with the results of topological method, the major reason for the unobservability of placement of IENS is the selection of . Although the selection of can maximize the information gain of the network in the first round, it results in additional 2 μPMUs to make , observable, which means it needs 5 μPMUs to make 11-bus test system by IENS. When 2 μPMUs are located at and instead of and , the placement can obtain the full observability just as shown in Figure 2 . Considering the full observability of 11-bus network, may not be the ideal location for μPMU. To sum up, the bus which has one or more two-bus branches cannot be the selection of new μPMU. For instance, branch 7-8 and 9-10 is the two-bus branch of the bus as shown in Figure 1 , and would not be the selection of μPMU considering the full observability of the network.
Thus the node selection part needs to be improved with the combination of characteristics of the placement of topological method for full observability. After the application of IENS on different networks for many times, two rules are summarized to be observed to improve the observability of IENS. The rules of the selection of candidate bus for μPMU should be proposed as follows:
Rule 1: Find the bus k which maximizes the improvement in information gain of differential entropy by using Equation (9) , if bus k has one or more two-bus branches, then add the buses adjacent to bus k on two-bus branches into new set , sort the buses in by information gain and find the bus q which maximizes the improvement of information gain, then = ; if there is no two-bus branch collected to bus k, then = . (Bus represents the selected bus to be installed with new μPMU in current round). Take the number of results by topological method as the required number of µPMUs to be installed in IENS: n s = 4, the placement by IENS is shown in Figure 3 . According to the power flow measurements, the optimal μPMU placement obtained by topological method is shown in Figure 2 . It needs only 4 μPMUs to make the network full observable. Take the number of results by topological method as the required number of μPMUs to be installed in IENS:
Rule 1: Find the bus k which maximizes the improvement in information gain of differential entropy by using Equation (9) , if bus k has one or more two-bus branches, then add the buses adjacent to bus k on two-bus branches into new set , sort the buses in by information gain and find the bus q which maximizes the improvement of information gain, then = ; if there is no two-bus branch collected to bus k, then = . (Bus represents the selected bus to be installed with new μPMU in current round). The sequence of the selected candidate bus in order is b 6 , b 3 , b 1 , b 10 . It is reasonable to install µPMU at b 6 since it can obtain the maximum information gain at the first round. Then it comes to b 3 and b 1 . After the selection of b 6 , b 3 , b 1 , the fourth bus to be installed with µPMU is b 10 . However, the results calculated by IENS obviously cannot obtain the full observability for the 11-bus test system since b 8 is unobservable.
Compare the results of IENS with the results of topological method, the major reason for the unobservability of placement of IENS is the selection of b 6 . Although the selection of b 6 can maximize the information gain of the network in the first round, it results in additional 2 µPMUs to make b 8 , b 10 observable, which means it needs 5 µPMUs to make 11-bus test system by IENS. When 2 µPMUs are located at b 7 and b 9 instead of b 6 and b 10 , the placement can obtain the full observability just as shown in Figure 2 . Considering the full observability of 11-bus network, b 6 may not be the ideal location for µPMU. To sum up, the bus which has one or more two-bus branches cannot be the selection of new µPMU. For instance, branch 7-8 and 9-10 is the two-bus branch of the bus b 6 as shown in Figure 1 , and b 6 would not be the selection of µPMU considering the full observability of the network.
Thus the node selection part needs to be improved with the combination of characteristics of the placement of topological method for full observability. After the application of IENS on different networks for many times, two rules are summarized to be observed to improve the observability of IENS. The rules of the selection of candidate bus for µPMU should be proposed as follows:
Rule 1: Find the bus k which maximizes the improvement in information gain of differential entropy by using Equation (9) , if bus k has one or more two-bus branches, then add the buses adjacent to bus k on two-bus branches into new set B ak , sort the buses in B ak by information gain and find the bus q which maximizes the improvement of information gain, then b add = b q ; if there is no two-bus branch collected to bus k, then b add = b k . (Bus b add represents the selected bus to be installed with new µPMU in current round). For example, b 6 is the bus which maximizes the improvement in information gain in the 11-bus test system, result of IENS proves that b 6 is not the ideal location for µPMU. Then according to Rule 1, b 6 has two-bus braches 7-8 and 9-10, adds b 7 and b 9 into set B ak , sort b 7 and b 9 by the information gain, and find the bus which maximizes the improvement of information gain as the selection bus for installation of µPMU.
The simulation test on 11-bus test system shows that the location of new µPMU cannot simply be the bus which maximizes the information gain of network. This kind of bus is not the optimal location for new µPMU when it has one or more two-bus branches. Taking the full observability into consideration, after finding the bus k which can maximize the information gain of differential entropy of network, the selection bus to be installed for µPMU should be determined by Rule 1.
Rule 2:
The terminal bus cannot be installed with µPMU in the distribution network. Considering the radial structure of distribution system, since a µPMU can measure both the voltage magnitude and phasor angle of associated bus and current magnitude and phasor along all lines collected to this bus, the µPMU should not be placed at terminal bus.
Improved Information Entropy Evaluation and Node Selection Strategy
According to the rules above, the improved IENS can be modified based on the IENS with Rules 1 and 2 in node selection part.
In the simulation of 11-bus test system, the result of improved IENS is same as the result of topological method in Figure 2 , which also needs four µPMUs to make network full observable. The order of the locations of four µPMUs is 7, 3, 9, and 1. b 6 should be the installation of new µPMU in the first selection since it obtains the maximal information gain. However, b 7 turns to be the location for µPMU according to Rule 1 since b 7 has larger improvement of information gain than b 9 . Then b 3 , b 9 , and b 1 is selected to be installed with µPMU in the following round due to their maximization of improvement of information gain.
The process of improved IENS combined with Rules 1 and 2 for optimal µPMU set is shown in Figure 4 . For example, is the bus which maximizes the improvement in information gain in the 11-bus test system, result of IENS proves that is not the ideal location for μPMU. Then according to Rule 1, has two-bus braches 7-8 and 9-10, adds and into set , sort and by the information gain, and find the bus which maximizes the improvement of information gain as the selection bus for installation of μPMU.
The simulation test on 11-bus test system shows that the location of new μPMU cannot simply be the bus which maximizes the information gain of network. This kind of bus is not the optimal location for new μPMU when it has one or more two-bus branches. Taking the full observability into consideration, after finding the bus k which can maximize the information gain of differential entropy of network, the selection bus to be installed for μPMU should be determined by Rule 1.
Rule 2:
The terminal bus cannot be installed with μPMU in the distribution network. Considering the radial structure of distribution system, since a μPMU can measure both the voltage magnitude and phasor angle of associated bus and current magnitude and phasor along all lines collected to this bus, the μPMU should not be placed at terminal bus.
Improved Information Entropy Evaluation and Node Selection Strategy
In the simulation of 11-bus test system, the result of improved IENS is same as the result of topological method in Figure 2 , which also needs four μPMUs to make network full observable. The order of the locations of four μPMUs is 7, 3, 9, and 1.
should be the installation of new μPMU in the first selection since it obtains the maximal information gain. However, turns to be the location for μPMU according to Rule 1 since has larger improvement of information gain than . Then , , and is selected to be installed with μPMU in the following round due to their maximization of improvement of information gain.
The process of improved IENS combined with Rules 1 and 2 for optimal μPMU set is shown in Figure 4 . 
Case Studies
The modified IEEE 123 test system is used to verify the effectiveness of proposed method. The layout of the test system is shown in Figure 5 . The test system contains five distribution generations denoted by gray rectangles. Details of the test system can be referred to in Reference [52] .
It is assumed that seven FTUs have been installed in the test distribution system. The locations of FTUs are on lines 1-2, 55-58, 36-120, 22-24, 68-98, 77-87, 88-90 which are denoted by red rectangles in Figure 5 .
Three types of measurements with different accuracy values are considered in this paper. The settings of their maximum percentage errors are as follows:
Pseudo measurements: 50%. These measurements are obtained by load forecasting methods according to the historical data.
FTU measurements: 2%. PMU measurements: it is assumed to be 1% total vector error in the worst case. The simulation is performed using MATLAB 2017a, on Xeon E3-1230 3.30-GHz personal computer with 8 G memory.
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Optimal Placement for Full Observability by Improved IENS
Considering the measurements of seven FTUs depicted in Figure 5 , the minimal number of μPMUs to make modified 123-bus system full observable is calculated to be 45 by topological method. However, it needs 46 μPMUs to make system observable using genetic algorithm. The drawback of heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm is that it is difficult to get the global optimal solution while the topological one can. The optimal μPMUs placements for full observability with and without FTU measurements in modified 123-bus system are shown in Table 1 , the results show that the integration of FTUs helps reduce the number of μPMUs.
According to the results by topological method, the required number of μPMUs is set to be 45 in improved IENS. In this case, the pseudo measurements of injection power of all buses in the network are assumed to be acquired in improved IENS for the selection of μPMU set. Under the initial measurement configuration, the mutual information gain is calculated with the pseudo injection measurements and FTU measurements. Based on the incremental expansion strategy of improved IENS, the locations of 45 114, 16, 6, 96, 39, 99, 29 , the optimal deployment of μPMUs is shown in Figure 6 . 
Considering the measurements of seven FTUs depicted in Figure 5 , the minimal number of µPMUs to make modified 123-bus system full observable is calculated to be 45 by topological method. However, it needs 46 µPMUs to make system observable using genetic algorithm. The drawback of heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm is that it is difficult to get the global optimal solution while the topological one can. The optimal µPMUs placements for full observability with and without FTU measurements in modified 123-bus system are shown in Table 1 , the results show that the integration of FTUs helps reduce the number of µPMUs.
According to the results by topological method, the required number of µPMUs is set to be 45 in improved IENS. In this case, the pseudo measurements of injection power of all buses in the network are assumed to be acquired in improved IENS for the selection of µPMU set. Under the initial measurement configuration, the mutual information gain E 0 is calculated with the pseudo injection measurements and FTU measurements. Based on the incremental expansion strategy of improved IENS, the locations of 45 Figure 6 . 46 48 According to the mutual information theory, the first several buses are expected to be selected with the maximal information gain for the installations of µPMUs. For example, in the first six selection of µPMUs: 2, 9, 20, 61, 22, 68, b 2 , b 61 , and b 68 are the buses adjacent to four buses which means more µPMUs measurements can be acquired. Thus, maximal information gain would be obtained when µPMUs are deployed at these buses.
Take the determination of second selection bus for µPMU as illustration, b 14 should be the installation of new µPMU in the second selection since it obtains the maximal information gain after the first selection. However, b 14 has a two-bus branch 9-13 and it could not be the selection bus for µPMU according to Rule 1. It is easily to be understood that another µPMU needs to be allocated at b 9 to make b 13 observable if the second µPMU is located at b 14 . Therefore, b 9 is determined to be second bus for the location of new µPMU according to Rule 1. So as the selection of b 20 and b 22 . According to Rule 2, there is no µPMU to be installed at the terminal bus in the network. The results calculated by improved IENS can obtain the full observability of the network which has the same effect of the placement of topological method with the identical number of µPMUs. Topological method  45  47  Improved IENS  45  47  Genetic method  46  48 According to the mutual information theory, the first several buses are expected to be selected with the maximal information gain for the installations of μPMUs. For example, in the first six selection of μPMUs: 2, 9, 20, 61, 22, 68, , , and are the buses adjacent to four buses which means more μPMUs measurements can be acquired. Thus, maximal information gain would be obtained when μPMUs are deployed at these buses.
With FTU Measurements Without FTU Measurements
Take the determination of second selection bus for μPMU as illustration, should be the installation of new μPMU in the second selection since it obtains the maximal information gain after the first selection. However, has a two-bus branch 9-13 and it could not be the selection bus for μPMU according to Rule 1. It is easily to be understood that another μPMU needs to be allocated at to make observable if the second μPMU is located at . Therefore, is determined to be second bus for the location of new μPMU according to Rule 1. So as the selection of and . According to Rule 2, there is no μPMU to be installed at the terminal bus in the network. The results calculated by improved IENS can obtain the full observability of the network which has the same effect of the placement of topological method with the identical number of μPMUs. The pseudo measurements of DGs are usually considered to have more measurement errors than the pseudo measurements of loads. According to the proposed mutual information theory, the bus installed with DG has the priority to be placed with μPMU since that bus has more uncertainties. For example, when DG3 is located at b54, the μPMU would also be located at b54 instead of b53.
Incomplete Observability Analysis
The full observability of the distribution system can be obtained when enough μPMUs are deployed in the network. However, such μPMUs cannot be installed in one time due to the huge cost of placement, and only part of them can be placed. With the consideration of partial placement, the μPMU placement for maximal observability with limited number are studied in both the topological method and improved IENS method. The pseudo measurements of DGs are usually considered to have more measurement errors than the pseudo measurements of loads. According to the proposed mutual information theory, the bus installed with DG has the priority to be placed with µPMU since that bus has more uncertainties. For example, when DG3 is located at b 54 , the µPMU would also be located at b 54 instead of b 53 .
The full observability of the distribution system can be obtained when enough µPMUs are deployed in the network. However, such µPMUs cannot be installed in one time due to the huge cost of placement, and only part of them can be placed. With the consideration of partial placement, the µPMU placement for maximal observability with limited number are studied in both the topological method and improved IENS method.
It is assumed that all pseudo measurements of injection power can be obtain in the ideal situation which rarely happens in reality. Only part of the pseudo injection measurements of the buses can be acquired for the state estimation according to the distribution management system. The different ratios of acquired pseudo injection measurements should be taken into account for the incomplete observability, the observable capability is used to assess the µPMU placements of different required numbers using numerical method. The observable capability is evaluated by the number of configurations which can make network observable with the µPMU placement divided by the number of all configurations in the set.
The case is still tested on the modified IEEE 123 test system. To evaluate the observable capability of the µPMU placement under different ratios of pseudo measurements, numerical simulation needs to be conducted. Two sets of pseudo measurements configurations with different ratios are considered, one is 90% and the other is 80%, which means only 80% or 90% pseudo injection measurements of buses can be obtained in a pseudo measurement configuration. Each set has 10,000 different configurations in which the pseudo injection measurements of different ratios are randomly generated first. For example, in the configuration of set with 90% pseudo measurement in modified IEEE 123 test system, about the pseudo injection powers of 111 buses can be used for observability analysis. Then the µPMU placement will be tested to be observable or not by numerical method under 10,000 different configurations. The percentage of observable placements under 10,000 configurations is considered to be the observable capability of the µPMU placement.
In improved IENS, the optimal µPMU set for full observability is calculated in the order of information gain. When it comes to the circumstance that the required µPMU number n s is smaller than the number for full observability, the n s buses can be easily selected from the optimal µPMU set which can make system full observable. However, it is hard for topological method to choose n s µPMUs for incomplete observability since the topological method can only obtain the optimal placement for full observability. For simplicity, n s buses are selected randomly from the results of topological method for full observability as 500 different placements. These placements are tested by numerical method with the integration of pseudo measurements configurations and the mean observability capability is compared with the one of improved IENS.
The observability capability of results of improved IENS and topological method under different circumstances are shown in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , the mean observable capability of results of topological method in 500 configurations is selected to be compared with the observable capability of results of Improved IENS. The observable capability of both topological method and improved IENS seem to be better when the numbers of µPMUs increased. Under both of 80% and 90% pseudo measurement configurations, the observable capabilities of improved IENS are better than the topological method. Due to the methodology of improved IENS, the incremental expansion strategy helps the mutual information of network nearly maximal at the incremental placement of µPMUs which obtains better observable capability than the topological method.
Take 40 µPMUs to be installed under 90% pseudo measurements configurations as an example; the observable capability of improved IENS is 97%, which is larger than the mean value of 500 placements of topological method. The observable capability of improved IENS is still larger than the mean value of topological method when the number of required µPMUs is 30 or 35. The observable capability of improved IENS outbalances the average level of the placements according to the results of topological method. The placement of both improved IENS and topological method seems to have better observable capability when the pseudo measurement configurations increased from 80 to 90%.
Effects of Two Rules
According to the results by topological method, the required number of µPMUs is set to be 45 in IENS and improved IENS. Also, the pseudo measurements of injection power of all buses in the network are used in improved IENS and IENS. Under n s = 45, the results of both IENS and improved IENS are shown in Table 3 in the order of node selection. The results of three methods are tested for observability through numerical method. The observability of corresponding methods are shown in Table 3 . The result of topological method and improved IENS is tested to be observable by using a numerical method, while the result calculated by IENS is unobservable. As depicted in Figures 7 and 8 , the buses in the green ellipses are the main differences between results of IENS and topological method. Note the area surrounded by green ellipses, µPMUs are mostly located at the buses adjacent to the terminal buses in Figure 7 while µPMUs are not in Figure 8 . In the area 1, 3, 5, and 6 the buses in areas are all observable in Figure 7 , while are not observable in Figure 8 . These areas need more µPMUs for observable due to the suboptimal placement of µPMUs. The number of µPMUs will decrease effectively when µPMU is installed at the bus which is adjacent to the terminal bus in the green areas in Figure 8 . Especially in the area 7, which contains b 81 , b 82 , b 83 , b 84 , b 85 , b 86 , the information gain would be larger when the µPMU is placed at b 82 , but b 84 and b 8 would be out of observability if there is no other µPMU in this area. It needs three µPMUs to make area 7 observable in Figure 8 , while only two µPMUs are needed in Figure 7 . With the compliance of rules, the placement of µPMUs calculated by improved IENS is shown in Table 3 and Figure 9 , the results are proved to be full observable under the test of numerical method with the same µPMU number of topological method. The placement of improved IENS is quite similar to the results in Figure 7 except the yellow area.
According to the Rules 1 and 2, the buses in the green areas in Figure 9 can be full observable under the optimal locations of µPMUs. The µPMUs are deployed at the buses adjacent to the terminal bus which cooperates with other µPMUs, making the network full observable. The results prove the effectiveness of improved IENS for full observability compared with the results of topological method with the same number of µPMUs. According to the Rules 1 and 2, the buses in the green areas in Figure 9 can be full observable under the optimal locations of μPMUs. The μPMUs are deployed at the buses adjacent to the terminal bus which cooperates with other μPMUs, making the network full observable. The results prove the effectiveness of improved IENS for full observability compared with the results of topological method with the same number of μPMUs.
Limitations of the Improved IENS
Although the improved IENS has good performance in both complete and incomplete observability, it still has some limitations. The proposed method requires the integration of pseudo measurements in the stochastic state estimation, and the pseudo measurements are assumed to be obtained from historical data using load forecasting method. However, such historical data 
Although the improved IENS has good performance in both complete and incomplete observability, it still has some limitations. The proposed method requires the integration of pseudo measurements in the stochastic state estimation, and the pseudo measurements are assumed to be obtained from historical data using load forecasting method. However, such historical data information is hard to be acquired in the actual distribution. Also, the proposed method only focuses on the observability of the network. The accuracy of state estimation, stability in fault and limitations in µPMU channels have not been taken into consideration.
Conclusions
This paper presents an optimal µPMU placement based on IENS using greedy algorithm. The differential entropy of mutual information theory is introduced and utilized to evaluate the uncertainty of distribution network in AC power flow mode using the results of 2PEM. By using mutual information theory, the IENS method is proposed first. However, the effectiveness of IENS is not satisfied enough and could not obtain full observability under the same number of placement of topological method. With the consideration of characteristic of the placement of topological method, improved IENS is presented with two rules based on the IENS strategy. The improved IENS proves to have the same effect as topological method in complete observability, using 45 µPMUs to make modified IEEE 123 test system full observable. As shown in Table 2 , the improved IENS has better observable capability when the required µPMUs cannot make system full observable compared with topological method. The placement seems to have better observable capability when the pseudo measurement configurations increase. The results on the simulations prove the effectiveness of improved IENS both in full observability and incomplete observability. The proposed method only focuses on optimal placement under normal operation, and the reliability such as N-1 PMU loss will be considered in future work.
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Nomenclature Sets and Indices

B c
The set of candidate buses where the installation of new micro-phasor measurement unit (µPMU) is selected from.
B s
The set of buses for the installation of µPMU, the location of new µPMU will be added in this set.
B l s
The set of buses B s at lth iteration.
B ak
The set of buses which contains the buses adjacent to bus k on two-bus branches. l i−j
The line connected between bus i and bus j. b i
The ith bus. b k
The bus k which maximizes the improvement in information gain of differential entropy. b add
The selected bus to be installed with new µPMU in current round.
Parameters σ
The standard deviation of variable x.
µ The mean of variable x. z Vector of measurements.
ε Error vector of measurements.
Variance of ith measurements.
H(x)
The Jacobian matrix. m i
The number of measurements.
W i
The covariance matrix of measurements.
W
The block diagonal matrix. q
The number of iteration in weighted least square (WLS) state estimation.
R
The general rotation matrix.
Y
The measurements vector in state estimation. y i
The ith measurement in state estimation. n
The number of uncertain variables of pseudo measurements.
The number of certain measurements obtained from phasor measurement unit (PMU) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system.
E(X)
The expectation of state variables vector. E X 2 The expectation of square of state variables vector. y t,i
The concentration of measurement at step t.
The location of concentration of measurement at step t. P t, 1 The probability of concentration of measurement at step t. y t,i
Y t
The measurements vector at step t. The initial differential entropy of the network.
E
The differential entropy of the network.
N
The number of all buses in the network.
The standard deviation of voltage amplitude at bus i.
The standard deviation of voltage phase angle at bus i. n c
The number of candidate buses which can be the location for new µPMU. l
The number of round in the information entropy evaluation and node selection strategy (IENS).
E l
The differential entropy of the network at lth iteration. n s
The number of µPMUs decided to be installed in the network according to the budget. n TM
The number of optimal placement calculated by topological method for network full observability.
Variables x
State variables of network, including magnitude and phasor angle of voltage.
X
The state variables vector in state estimation.
h(x)
Nonlinear function of state variables.
I(x)
Differential entropy for the continuous variable x.
